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16th November 2015 
 
Dear Samantha Powell and Steve Barton 
 
Consultation on Further Modifications – Planning for Schools Development 
Plan Document 
 
In session with the Council towards the end of the examination hearings last week it 
was clarified that the Main Modifications presented in document ED18 are those that 
are recommended to me in accordance with S20(7)C of the Planning & Compulsory 
Purchase Act 2004 in order to ensure the Plan is sound.  Whilst I expressed my view 
that some of the proposed changes were towards the lower margins of what should 
be considered a main modification, I remain, after further reflection, satisfied that the 
five changes present a composite submission such that they should be regarded as a 
number of main modifications.      
  
In light of this I now turn to whether additional/further sustainability appraisal work is 
required.  In my  view it would be necessary for the Council to publish a further 
updated addendum to the SA following the format of that already presented in SD5a.  
As such it would still contain the assessment of MM1 but would then update for MM-
OCT1- MM-OCT5 (replacing MM2 and MM3).  This would also helpfully allow for the 
Council to re-consider the environmental performance of MM-OCT4 (previously 
substantively MM3) as discussed at the hearings.   I would also encourage the 
Council to consider whether the comments section on any assessment of MM-OCT4 
in an updated SA addendum is clear on what is or was “approximate” or “indicative” 
in terms of any other reasonable option that has been previously appraised at this 
wider site.  The Council’s verbal submission to me at the hearings that SD5 
appraises the sustainability of the Barclays site on a wider red line basis, 
notwithstanding the red-dashed line indicating the north-west corner as presented in 
SD1, was a constructive clarification.  In my view, it would be helpful to those who 
wish to comment on the further main modifications if it is clear what MM-OCT4 (as an 
evolution of MM3) is an alternative to. 
  
Additionally, as discussed at the hearing, the parameters of consultation on the 
further main modifications needs to be carefully confined to the suggested changes 
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and for these to be clearly articulated in the communications.  I am sure the Council 
will be familiar with the Planning Inspectorate’s “Examining Local Plans – Procedural 
Practice” (2013) and paragraph 4.26 on page 26 in terms of the principles at this 
stage may be of assistance in helping to structure the consultation material.     
  
I trust this is of assistance.   
     
Yours sincerely  
 
 
David Spencer 
 
Inspector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


